George Hardy Farquhar

13th March 2012
To the Attention of: Police Commissioner Karl O’Callaghan
An Investigation into Perth’s Secret-Societies Pedophile Rings
On the 13th December 2011, I wrote to you with my concerns in regards to the
numerous major criminal elements, who I personally witnessed and
encountered, frequenting the CHOGM weekend ‘Occupy Perth’ campaign in
Forrest Place on the 29th, 30th and 31st of Oct 2011.
Soon thereafter on 19th Dec, I received a letter from ‘Simone Van Der Sluys’,
Acting Inspector Staff Officer, stating and that he had referred my
correspondence to the office of assistant commissioner (Specialist Crime) ‘for
attention and direct response’.
It has now been three months and I have since had no response.
I am wondering if the ‘Specialist Crime’ department, fully understand the
serious Implications of this matter. Maybe I should explain a little more on
exactly who I am, what I have experienced, and what my intention is.
The reason I became an independent human rights investigator and activist
involved in publicly exposing the criminal activities of corrupt elements within
various governmental organizations in Australia, is due to a ‘black operations’
(Black-ops) social control experiment imposed upon myself and other
members of my family.
This ‘experiment’ started in 1994 by ‘black occult’ satanic criminal elements
within UKs secret police (MI5 and MI6). Since my return to Australia in Feb
2004 this same ‘Cult’ within A.S.I.O. Australia’s Secret Police, have continued
their harassment and abuse upon my person. This includes frequent
undercover police surveillance in combined W.A. Police and A.S.I.O.
operations, verbal and physical Harassments and Intimidation, Gang Stalking, ,
Various attempted ‘stitch-ups’ with illegal drugs and on one occasion an

attempt to ‘stitch me up’ with what could be easily construed as child
pornography.
The sick and evil psychopathic mentality of these ‘black-ops units’ within the
hierarchy of the W.A. police and A.S.I.O knows no bounds.
However out of all the countless surveillance operatives I have encountered
within this time, I do happen to have taken pictures of a few of some the most
dangerous ones, who have threatened me with violence and death threats for
my personal involvement in publically exposing their satanic secret society
criminal cult cabal.
Threats of Violence and Death threats, such as, “It would be funny If You got
Shot” and “Don’t Fuck with Us”, whilst being flashed a ‘Masonic Illuminati
Symbol’ badge by two particular high-level mason Pedophiles.
These pictures I possess, clearly show their Anger, Contempt and Fear, of the
possibility of being publically exposed as Australia’s most dangerous
Pedophiles within the ‘Most Secret’ of the world’s pedophile rings – The
Satanic worshiping Black Occult Freemasonic Hierarchy.
The ‘possibility’ off their mass public exposure is soon to become a reality, with
or without your assistance, along with ALL others who are directly and
indirectly involved in these Clandestine Child Abuse Networks.
Yet again I wish to bring to your attention the numerous major criminal
elements whom I personally witnessed and encountered, frequenting the
CHOGM weekend ‘Occupy Perth’ campaign in Forrest Place on the 29th, 30th
and 31st of Oct 2011.
Whilst publically campaigning and distributing my researched information over
this weekend, I encountered and witnessed at least around 25 undercover
A.S.I.O. government agents / W.A. Police (of whom I have photos of several of
them) who perpetrated various modalities of harassment, intimidation and
threatening tactics against my person, for publically exposing the crimes of
themselves and their hierarchy.

Of the 25 agent provocateurs I encountered over this weekend, I classify them
within 3 distinct category’s.
Catagory 1. Masonic Pedophile Guardian
I have no doubt that some of these A.S.I.O/W.A. Police black-ops agent
provocateurs previously had no knowledge of the sinister pedophile rings they
are involved in protecting.
They Do Know Now – This automatically brings them up to a Category 2.
Catagory 2. Masonic Pedophile Guardian
I also believe that (from my previous experience as well as my personal
interactions with some of these Agent provocateurs), that they are not
pedophiles themselves. However, they do have FULL knowledge of the
Masonic child abuse networks, and are directly involved in there continual
cover ups, via harassment and threats of violence of witnesses and
whistleblowers.
Some I know, are also involved in Perth’s procurement of street-kids for their
Masonic Hierarchy’s pedophile rings. I know from my research that Perth is
Not the only city in Australia that these clandestine child abuse operations are
going on.
Catagory 3. High -level Masonic Pedophiles
I also know categorically that many of them are directly involved in these child
abuse rings and are Australia’s most dangerous pedophiles due to their
‘psychopathic secret-society’ involvement and ‘connections to friends in high
places’ protecting them.
As I have already mentioned in my previous letter to you, I have had a vast
experience of research, documentations and countless personal encounters of
harassment, and violence from the sinister elements within certain
(‘Compartmentalized’ on a ‘Need to know basis’) circles in the Freemason
Secret Societies Hierarchies/Secret Police who are involved in running their
own pedophile rings, and systematically getting away with it.

Due to this fact I have become acutely sensitive and vividly aware of ‘who is
who’ within these rings, even with the smallest amount off personal
interaction. I use a number of methodologies to decipher their categories.
These methodologies are a science which you will be well aware off, used in
interrogation and the questioning of witnesses.
McKenna - A Category 3 Pedophile
Police protected ‘Citizen of the Year’ Freemason serial pedophile, Dennis
McKenna was one of them – a Category 3 pedophile. The evidence in his case
is abound with all the hallmarks of secret-society involvement and cover-up
conspiracy.
Due to the fact that “Concerns raised at the communities highest level went
nowhere” and “Senior public servants, Counselors and the W.A. Police took 5
years before any action was taken” (Weekend West Newspaper 5-6 Nov 2011)
it is clearly obvious that, McKenna was not acting alone.
It is now a very well-publicized fact that ‘Citizen of the Year’ McKenna was able
to abuse these children for so long with impunity due him and his selfproclaimed, ‘friends in high places’ (Masonic counselor associates), constantly
threatening and intimidating witnesses, as well as the boys who were abused.
Victims complaining to the W.A Police regarding their sex attacks by McKenna
went un-thwarted. Then one victim gets charged by Police with a criminal
offence for defending himself against McKenna, is testament to more ‘direct’
police cover-ups.
Organized Black-Occult Ku-Kluk-Klan cross-burning-rituals with his ‘hooded’
victims in a local graveyard, (West Australian Newspaper 3-4 March 2012) is
also a testament to the fact McKenna was NOT working alone and he had
‘back-up’ by his satanic worshiping ‘mason brothers’.
We will see at the conclusion of the inquest on McKenna’s rein of child abuse,
whether or not the Truth of this matter will be brought to light and those
knowingly supporting him brought to justice. Or, if it is just another - ‘Lip
service to the public’, ‘masonic created child-abuse cover-up’ as so many off
these previous inquests have been, over the last few decades - Worldwide.

I Remind You: This Is a Worldwide Network of Clandestine Child Sexual Abuse
and subsequent cover-ups. It is inextricably interlinked with corrupt high-level
Government Intelligence (A.S.I.O.), Government Officials, Politicians, Police,
and the Judiciary.
It Now Time that this Clandestine Threat Against All Children is Stopped!
As I have mentioned in my previous letter to you 3 months ago, to which I have
had no positive response whatsoever, I wrote to you with my concerns in
regards to the numerous major criminal elements, (around 25 of them) whom I
personally witnessed and encountered infiltrating my presence, during the
CHOGM weekend ‘Occupy Perth’ campaign in Southern location of Forrest
Place on the 29th, 30th and 31st of Oct 2011.
During this weekend I was myself, publically campaigning against the
clandestine Secret Societies Child Abuse Networks, of which the masses of the
public are presently unaware. I believe that at least some of these pedophiles
and their ‘guardians’ I encountered over this weekend are directly involved
and interlinked with the same ‘black-ops units’ that the serial pedophile
Freemason, Dennis McKenna was.
Yet again, I strongly request a copy of the archived CCTV footage pertaining to
this particular area around the CHOGM weekend ‘Occupy Perth’ campaign. Or
at the very least I request a viewing, in your presence of the archived CCTV
footage.
I know categorically, I can help to expose many of these agent provocateur/
pedophiles and their guardians who were in Forrest Place over this weekend,
toward the protection of children, in Government Child ‘Care’ Organizations.
It is a major hallmark of this worldwide conspiracy that high-level secretsociety pedophile members are being infiltrated into Government Child ‘Care’
Organizations or ‘Facilities’ as you yourself call them. Thereafter, consistently
protected by government official ‘brothers’ at the highest level, when these
abuses take place?

McKenna’s case is a yet another – ‘Classic Case’.
Your program to clean up the streets of Perth, of homeless children, which you
refer in your recent document published in the West Australian Newspaper (2
March 2012) ) may appear admirable. How these children are actually going to
be ‘cared’ for, within these Child-Care ‘Facilities’ is to me a matter of serious
concern.
I know that by my determining the 25 or so pedophile/agent provocateurs I
encountered and your subsequent follow-up footage of their collaborators and
‘handlers’, thereafter put each and every one of them under constant 24 hour
surveillance, Australia’s most dangerous pedophile perpetrators and their
‘associates of protection’ will undoubtedly be brought to Justice and their
networks can be publically exposed and destroyed, once and for all.

Yet again, I await your reply.
Yours Sincerely, In Truth and Justice
George Hardy Farquhar
Independent Human Rights Investigator)

